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Fashion Forward 

Rabbi Roy Feldman – Vayeshev 5776 

 An uninitiated visitor to this orthodox synagogue, or pretty much any other in the tri-state 

area, might be surprised to discover that, far from the old stereotypes of what “the orthodox” 

look like, Orthodox Jews mostly care about what they wear.   Jewish fashion blogs and websites 

abound, and the last couple of years have seen a growth in the number of “modest fashion 

blogs.”  About a year ago, the Style section of the NY Times had a whole piece about Fabologie, 

a trendy but modest fashion blog by a skirt-wearing and hair-covering stylist named Adi 

Heyman.  That was followed this past spring by a Today Show piece on the proliferation of 

modest fashion blogs from orthodox Jews, Mormons, and Muslims.  Time Magazine attributed 

this trend in women’s fashion to what they coined, the “Kate Middleton Effect,” the observation 

that whatever article of clothing the Duchess happens to wear in public or in the media sees a 

sudden and unprecedented increase in sales.  Just last week, the Jewish Week published an essay 

explicitly linking recent synagogue fashion trends with this Kate Middleton Effect.   

 Lest we be misled that this only applies to women, I would take note that synagogue-

attending men have also benefitted from recent fashion trends.  While it seems like only a decade 

ago offices and businesses were pressured to loosen their ties and their dress codes to allow more 

casual attire, shabbat-appropriate attire such as sport jackets, blazers, suits, and ties are now back 

in style for young men.  Two weeks ago, Forbes Magazine called it the Don Draper Effect, 

observing that the rise in popularity of more traditional business wear coincided with the 

television series Mad Men.  As one SVP of a retail company was quoted in the Forbes piece, 

““Gen Y and Millennial men are more interested in fashion, grooming and things that are a key 

part of the fashion and apparel retailing sector.”   

 But there is another side to this.  There are those who are of the opinion that “you 

shouldn’t care what you wear.”  In fact, in some Jewish Agency promotional material, that’s one 

of the selling points for making aliyah- “come to Israel: they won’t care what you wear!”  Even 

our synagogue’s official policy recognizes and is sensitive to that cultural difference: while 

generally, men who receive an honor such as an aliyah are required to don a jacket and tie-- and 

if they’re not wearing a tie, they can borrow one from a collection of ties inside the bima which 

is kept there just for such an emergency-- Israeli visitors have a special dispensation to get their 
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aliyah in a short sleeved button down shirt and cargo-pocket khakis. And everywhere, here and 

elsewhere, there are men and women who buck the trends. 

 Is there a Jewish perspective on this?  Is the latter group right, and the former is just 

wasting their time with frivolous nonsense?  Or is that second group missing out on something 

with substance and value? 

 Clothing as a motif followed us this morning throughout the entire Torah reading-- in 

each story, clothing plays a pivotal role.  Nowhere else in the Torah are clothes such a constant 

theme.  The first instance, of course, is Yosef’s amazing technicolor dreamcoat.  Yaakov gave 

his son a Kutonet Pasim. The brothers resented this gift, and that cloak became a symbol of all 

that they found loathsome about their brother. They stripped Yosef of it, threw him in a pit and 

dipped it in blood as evidence of his death. ‘Haker Nah’ they said to their horrified father, 

recognize this cloak as an embodiment of your son. 

No sooner had Yosef extricated himself and begun to build a new life than he landed 

himself in another mess. Once again, his clothes are at the scene of the crime.  Potiphar’s wife 

desired him, he refused her, she ensnared him and then forcibly grabbed onto his clothing -- at 

which point he fled the house, leaving the garment behind him. 

 Although the object in both cases is a form of clothing, the Torah uses two different 

words when referring to his cloak and when referring to the clothes Yosef wore in the house of 

Potifar.  The former was called kutonet and the latter is b’gadav, or beged. Kutonet and beged: 

why the switch?  Why does the Torah use one word in one place, and a different one in 

another?   

 Let us explore these words.  The word beged comes from the root בגד; it is interesting and 

not a coincidence that the very same root, bagad, means to betray, to cheat, or to commit treason 

or a treacherous act.  In modern Hebrew, ליבגוד is the common word used for cheating on a 

spouse.  It is surely no coincidence that the word beged is used for clothing 6 times in the 7 

psukim describing Mrs. Potifar’s attempts at seducing Yosef; she uses his beged in order to try to 

livgod.   

What about kutonet?  That word appears in two other contexts in the Torah.  In the very 

beginning, when Adam and Chava eat from the tree of knowledge and realize that they are 

naked,  ֱאֹלקים ְלָאָדם ּוְלִאְשּתֹו, ָכְתנֹות עֹור ’ַויַַעׂש ה.  God made for Adam and his wife leather clothes, 

using the word kutonet.  And the second context is in Parashat Tetzaveh when the Torah 
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describes the Priestly uniform required of the Kohanim while they were in Temple service.  A 

kutonet is among the required garments.  In commenting about the bigdei Kehuna, Rav Samson 

Raphael Hirsch notes two reasons for the elaborate garb Kohanim were commanded with 

wearing: first, he says, clothing impacts the person wearing it- it puts the wearer in a certain 

mindset in line with what he or she is wearing.  Second, the clothes also influence those who see 

the person wearing them. Clothing can represent the values and mission that the person wearing 

them is focused on.  When the kohen wears the special garments, he is a representative of the 

Jewish people. 

In this comment, Rav Hirsch anticipated something which is now evidenced by two 

recent psychological studies, both involving white lab coats.  In a study a couple of years ago by 

the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern, researchers found that students did better 

on tests when they wore the white lab coat.  The lab coat, which symbolizes science and medical 

doctors, apparently elevated the student’s efforts to live up to it. They were much better at 

concentrating and more engaged in the activity. 

Another study done last year at the University of Michigan found that, in general, people 

prefer that their physicians dress on the formal side – and not in casual wear. Doctors of either 

gender wearing suits or a white coat were more likely to inspire trust and confidence in their 

patients.   

If we put together Rav Hirsch’s comments and this research, we find that clothing is a 

much more interesting phenomenon than we first thought; it necessarily transcends its functional 

use.  On the one hand, we choose what to wear, and that choice is based on a number of factors 

including our personality, how we think, how we think about ourselves, and how we’d like to be 

perceived.  In turn, clothing indeed influences how we are perceived by others and even how we 

perceive ourselves. 

If so, the distinction between kutonet and beged is essential.  Kutonet at each point in the 

Torah refers to an outfit which especially befits the one who wears it.  God tailored the kutonet 

for Adam and Chava- those were God-given clothes.  The Kohanim are commanded with 

wearing their kutonet, meant especially for them.  And Yaakov gave Yosef his own unique and 

colorful kutonet.  In fact, Yosef was so personally identified with that kutonet that when they 

wanted to prove to their father that Yosef was dead, his brothers merely had to show Yaakov the 

bloodied kutonet.  As far as anyone was concerned, that cloak was a representation of Yosef. 
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When he went to Egypt, however, Yosef was no longer being himself, he was not being 

authentic and true to his identity.  In fact, when the Torah introduces the scene in Potifar’s house 

we are told on the one hand of the butcher who is an Egyptian man, ish mitzri.  In the following 

passuk, the Torah refers to Yosef, and he is also referred to as ish; we would expect it to say ish-- 

Ivri, a Hebrew man.  Instead, he is an ish matzliach, a successful man.  Listen to the words: one 

is an ish MITZri, and the other is an ish MATZliach.  The consonant parallel and then immediate 

contrast in meaning is not coincidental.  Yosef was successful at deceiving everyone, at 

assimilating with the Egyptians.  So much, that Potifar’s wife tried to seduce him.  What was he 

wearing for the deception?  B’gadim, clothes associated with cheating and treachery.  They were 

not the right clothes for him, they did not authentically embody him or reflect who he was, and 

that influenced how he was perceived and how he perceived himself.   

The message cloaked within these stories of Yosef (I couldn’t resist the pun) is for us to 

be mindful about what we wear: to remember the messages of Rav Hirsch and of the white lab 

coat studies.  Rather than offer a specific suggestion of what it is we should all wear, the Torah 

suggests that our clothing (1) should not be deceiving or misrepresent us and (2) they should not 

be an afterthought.  And so whether we follow the blogs and trends and are fastidious about our 

fashion finds, or, on the other hand, if we prefer the simpler sartorial sentiments of sabras, 

Judaism beseeches us to consider our appearance with gravity.  Our clothes should fall into the 

category of kutonet, They should reflect who we are and this, in turn, will help us be perceived in 

the right way and will enable us to live up to our own expectations of our selves.  As for KJ 

rabbinic attire <glance at vest>: we’ll take it one step at a time. 

 

 


